
Inattentional blindness causes hundreds of accidents each year. It’s the number one 
safety concern in many high-risk sectors such as construction. Situational awareness is 
vital.

In order to prevent workers from getting injured while executing their job, the  
Romware Worker Wearable combines multiple safety functionalities. BESIX Group is 
world’s first construction company to put the Romware Worker Wearable to the test.

Improving worker safety with 
wearable technology

Creating an incident-free construction yard 

Every day, the BESIX construction yard in Frederikssund (Denmark) hosts hundreds 
of workers and heavy vehicles. BESIX is building a new 4-lane dual carriageway over a 
distance of 8.2 km, including a 1.4 km tolled high bridge over the fjord and 11 smaller 
civil structures (bridges, fauna passages, cycle lane passages). In this demanding 
working environment, it is challenging to avoid accidents.

Using Romware to support workers’ situational awareness

In January 2019 Romware and BESIX set up a pilot project to evaluate the added value 
of Romware’s Worker Wearable. In this project, Romware has focused on tracking and 
notifying workers in both static and dynamic hazard zones, using UWB technology.

The project

Romware makes industrial sites 
safer, more secure and cost-efficient 
through plug-and-play wearables, 
Internet of Things technology and 
new data insights. The company 
builds further upon the successful 
IoT and data analytics experience of 
the Rombit Group.

Case study
Romware safety pilot at BESIX construction yard



1. Equip workers with Romware Worker Wearables and send automatic  
notifications when they enter a dangerous area (static hazard zone).  
 

2. Reduce the risk of man-machine collisions by notifying workers when  
they approach moving equipment (dynamic hazard zone).  
 

3. Log near misses and incidents enabling BESIX to manage and mitigate  
risks in a proactive manner.
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The solution

"This first safety wearable trial convinced us. Being able to directly impact 
people’s behavior on site while collecting data for long run improvement 
on collective safety measures will be a turning point in the construction 
industry."

- Stanislas, BESIX Technical Office Engineer

"The Romware Worker Wearable is an extremely useful tool on site. First of 
all, the warnings actively prevent serious accidents from happening. If only 1 
accident can be avoided this way, the implementation of the tool is a must.

Furthermore, the high precision location monitoring helped us to identify the areas 
where unsafe events occur and define focus areas. Generating accurate dashboards 
and KPI’s -still a very cumbersome task in the H&S world- was facilitated through the 
digital availability of all data."

- Rob, BESIX Quality Manager

"The system is well thought out and structured. It alerts the worker in a safe 
and timely manner. As such, I registered accurate and effective alerts in the 
danger zone of a telehandler, in real-time."

- Joel, BESIX HSE Manager

Based in Brussels, BESIX Group 
is a global player and the leading 
group in Belgium in the field of 
construction, concessions and real 
estate development. Active since 1909, 
BESIX operates in Europe, the Middle 
East, Africa, Canada and Australia. Its 
iconic accomplishments include the 
Burj Khalifa in Dubai, the world's tallest 
tower, the buildings of the European 
Parliament in Brussels, and the 
Grand Egyptian Museum on the Giza 
pyramids plateau.

BESIX’s in-house Engineering 
Department enables the company to 
achieve unique projects with a high 
level of technical and environmental 
complexity. On each of its sites, BESIX 
pursues excellence in terms of quality 
and safety, while striving to reduce its 
environmental footprint.

Find out more at www.romware.com
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"A game changer for 
safety awareness 

on site."
Stanislas, BESIX Technical Office Engineer


